OCTOBER 2020

All wrapped up but enjoying the run, Robin and Julie Boyce in Katie.

Hi all and welcome to yet another Chair Chat,
I think by now most of you like me are fed up with the current situation! Everything is
curtailed yet again so no club events can take place. As I write this I’m trying to arrange a
committee meeting by Zoom on line to try and plan what to do next.
Arthur’s funeral was well attended by family and by the club a few photo’s of the car’s that
performed the guard of honour I’ve attached below. He will be greatly missed!
I don’t things are going to change much so all events for this year are now on hold and I
suspect it will be the New Year before we will be able to meet again.
We are in desperate need of a new Editor please, please someone come forward as the
newsletter is the lifeline of the club for those who can’t make the club nights in normal
times. Over the years Lesley has done a wonderful job. But now she needs to pass the
reins on to new blood and next month’s newsletter will be her last. The job comes with a
new laptop computer and printer and help will be provided in the way of advice from me
and other members of the committee. So give it some thought.
I am in a Zoom meeting for club with the A7CA this coming Sunday and I dare say that the
2022 Centenary Celebrations will be discussed also the election of a new Chairman and
Vice Chairman will be held.
I hope you all keep safe and I will be in touch next month hopefully with more to report.
Look after yourselves

Regards
Rick Bishop

ARTHUR DAVIES.
Arthur Davies with Hazel Purcell attended many Austin 7 and WW2 40's events prior to joining my
Forever Forties re-enactment group. They were regulars at Redditch Needle Museum, Castle Bromwich
Hall, Sheringham, Pickering, Severn Valley railway always at Kidderminster station, Black country
Museum in the stables or helping with the ARP fire display, to name a few, displaying Hazel's Austin 7
Newsagents or his own van.
They as members of Forever Forties group were last seen with Arthurs, ARP kitted , Austin 7 van at
Hartlebury Castle's belated VE and VJ 40's remembrance event, run under strict distancing and covid
rules which meant chatting up close was restricted, nevertheless Arthur and I chatted about Austin 7
events and restoration in general. He was quite upset that Covid had resulted in cancellations, stopping
him and Hazel using the events as excuse for odd weeks holiday in Hazels campervan. Ironically a few
weeks later he was due to attend Avoncroft's Home front event with the Forever Forties group,
subsequently cancelled, as were most of the 40's themed events this year
I visited Arthur on 20th August on my way home from an Avoncroft planning meeting, he appeared in
good spirits as had finished an engine rebuild, had done more restoration including start rewiring his “
Speedy” (not sure of model ) sports car and promised to find me a good dynamo and thought he knew
of a small trailer for sale for my RP saloon.
He was also looking forward to and did go to the Prewar A7 Clubs Track day at Curborough a couple of
days later on Saturday 22ndAugust.
Hazel rang me on the following Tuesday 25th to let me know that sadly Arthur had passed away.
He had not responded to telephone calls on the Monday and was shortly after found lying on his lounge
floor.
He was the technical expert, and fountain of knowledge for Midlands Austin 7 Club having been
repairing, modifying and maintaining 7's for the last 40+ years.
I always found him cheerful, helpful and interesting to chat with. He helped me find, and travel to
Grimsby to view and collect my Austin 7 RP.
I always enjoyed my chats with him at events, or at his home and workshop where he was quite willing
to share his knowledge whilst we worked on my car together - Arthur will be sadly missed by me, his
Austin 7 friends and especially our Forever Forties group, our condolencies to Arthur's sister Monica
her family and to Hazel..

David.
For those of us who did not attend the funeral, it was good to know that he was given a good
send off by some of our members. We always saw him at Wollaton Park where we have shared
Fish and chips suppers, many BBQs and the odd tot of whisky! It won`t be the same without
Arf. ED

David has also sent the lovely photos below taken at Castle Bromwich Hall 40`s event last year.
Also a couple of photos from Peter Walsh and Alison Roberts

Castle Bromwich 40`s Event
lastB4404040`sEevent

Another award, photo from Alison Roberts
A

Austin 7 holiday in France
from Peter Walsh
.

Arthur the committee member

A good send off for Arthur Davies from club members.

News flash - Zoom here we come!
On Thursday we held our very first Zoom committee meeting. A momentous occasion!
Here is John Roberts obviously studying the agenda, while Alison records the event.
 This year we will be holding our
AGM via post, with reports and details
from officers of the committee.
You will have the opportunity to respond.
We will of course keep you posted on that.
 It was proposed that road runs should be
made available to members for them to
follow on their own, when they wish.
More news on that coming soon.
 Andy Lowe reported that the Restoration
Show/ Auto jumble had been moved from
Stoneleigh to Peterborough and is due to
take place in November.
 We are in need of a Spares Secretary.
The post of Editor has now been filled, much to everyone`s relief as it is the
lifeline of the Club.



NEWS FLASH

The Midlands Austin 7 Club is officially no longer a limited company as from
January 2020.
More news on that next month.

Wanted

Spares `King`

We need someone to take over from Arthur Davies, who did a brilliant job for so many
years.
If you are interested in looking after club spares and making them available to members
or want to know more about what the post entails, PLEASE let Rick Bishop or another
committee member know.

DRIVE IT DAY 2021
Members are asked to note that, subject to the diktat of a certain communist party,
Drive it Day will be on Sunday 25th April 2021. FBHVC hopes to raise funds for Child
Line. In common with many others, this charity has suffered this year because of Covid19 and has had to cope with a rise of young people ringing them.
If you are interested in helping, please visit www.driveitday.co.uk.
******************************************************

Becoming Unhinged.
Fences and trellising painted both sides(and there was a lot of them) ornamental wall repaired, sheds
summerhouse dog kennel painted, slabs relayed and pointed, suddenly the governments guide lines of
16 weeks self isolation was coming to a close. Only to have further consequences we know. What to
do now?, I know I'll finish off the job on the Vitesse. This is where disaster was lurking to strike me
unawares.
Having fitted one of the new adjusting rods to the bonnet pivot tube weeks before it was necessary to
modify the second, with the kind assistance of Ken. Before fitting this it was decided to adjust the
bonnet gaps, they were acceptable but some improvement may be gained. Thankfully Tim Johnson
agreed to help. Having taken advice from marque specialists prior we began. I won't bore you with the
step by step tutorial of this fairly complicated sequence, sufficient to say the morning passed in a blink
of an eye. Satisfied all angles had been covered we closed the bonnet for what we thought would be
the closing act on this complicated procedure. Suddenly Tim shouted stop as the bonnet travelled
passed the door on his side. Disaster! Carefully lifting the now completely unstable bonnet
investigation revealed that pivot tube had broken leaving the end attached to its anchor point. Deep
breath, pause for thought.

After some discussion a plan of action developed which included Jeanette holding the side still
attached. Opening the bonnet with no ability to rest it forward and Tim holding his side as level as
possible, expediency dictated cutting the loom at the most appropriate location. This done bonnet was
lowered and I withdrew the last bolt. Lifting it off proved difficult at first but removing additional
hardware we succeeded. The magnitude of the problem became clearly visible.
Some days later a phone call brought my friend mark into the scenario. Asking if he would repair any
damage on the wheel arches when the tube was removed and while the replacement one was located
he said he would repair the original. A few days it was returned complete with repair and two new
bushes and bolts. Stripped and painted it was secured into place. Some repair work to the bonnet and
it was reunited. Loom soldered heat shrink applied it was ready for its first trip. Unfortunately not in
time for a TSSC run organized by ourselves or A47 gathering near Desford on the bank holiday
Monday. We did make Braunston.
A few days ago I was informed of the correct orientation of the link plates which is opposite to the way
we found ours . Another job to add to the list.

Fractured end of the pivot tube

Repaired and waiting to be reunited.

Jumping off point for our DALOS run.

A47 Bank holiday Monday.

Enjoying the traffic, Boat House, Braunston.

Rikk Harrison............

RTC Special
Long wheelbase. British racing green. Fitted with Ian Bancroft Engine, phoenix crank
and rods, ally head etc. Four branch banana exhaust. SU carb.
Unusual tail, red upholstery, good tyres.

£ 7,000

ptex MGB

Contact 01299 841 340

FOR SALE £6250 ovno
1931 Austin 7 RN Saved from oblivion, stored many years.
Good body, original 750 cc 2-bearing engine, 3 speed gearbox, good clutch, recent new
prop-coupling, new silencer, new front springs, working sunroof, 6 volt, electric start,
new battery, 12v separate LED headlights, tail lights, removable magnetic safety rear
light bar (free). Fully working, mostly original. Drive space needed.

Contact Mike Kelly: 0771 288 7993 (Stockport)

A hearty welcome to the following new members,
Steve Fletcher ( Dudley)
Stuart Sykes (Kettering)
David Adams (Droitwich)
Keith Bradney (Sutton Coldfield)
Paul Turner (Evesham)
We hope things return to `normal` soon so that you can come and meet
other members and get a real welcome to the club.

Midlands Austin 7 Club
With a heavy heart, please see the announcement below,
which has just been sent out by Clarion Events

A message from Lee Masters, Show Director,
Lancaster Insurance Classic Motor Show, with Discovery
It is with great sadness that I announce to you today that we have decided there is no
alternative but to postpone the 2020 edition of the show, despite pulling out all the stops to
try and make the annual season finale happen.
Having been given the greenlight by government for organised events to resume from 1
October, we were so xcited at the prospect of bringing the community back together, with
all our COVID-secure measures in place to create a safe and controlled environment for all
concerned.
Although the latest government update hasn’t changed this possibility, it is currently under
review and has created uncertainty for both our exhibitors and visitors. Add to this the
prospect of local lockdowns still being in place and the communities’ understandable
concern about what an indoor event experience will be, even with all the precautions
we’re putting in place, we have taken this difficult decision.
As a team, we are extremely disappointed having done everything within our power to try
and make the show happen. We want to thank all our partners, clubs, exhibitors, visitors
and suppliers who have supported our endeavours to bring the show to you this year.
While we won’t be coming together as a motoring community this year within the halls of
the NEC, to celebrate the classics we love, we will continue to share stories, memories and
news across our digital platforms.
Silverstone Auctions will also continue as scheduled with what is due to be their biggest
and best sale yet.
We also will be honouring our commitment to help the Sporting Bears Motor Club raise
funds for their chosen charities and hope the community will continue to support them as
you have done so generously in past years.
We understand that this will be a disappointment to many people who eagerly await the
Classic Motor Show each year and we look forward to when we can get together again.
We would particularly like to express our heartfelt thanks to all the clubs and their
members who, despite the current situation, were willing to support the show this
November. To be fair to everyone, we will be inviting all clubs to reapply to be a part of
the Classic Motor Show 12-14 November 2021. Further details will be issued later in the
Autumn by Alison Judge, our club coordinator, but please get the dates in your diaries and
start thinking about how to make next year a bumper show!
#WheelMeetAgain

A7CA - Centenary Rally 2022 - Insurance Expert Sought
Dear All,
As the preparations for the A7 Centenary Rally in 2022 progress, it has become very apparent that
appropriate insurance cover for the event is an essential requirement.
To make the event as spectacular as possible we will be borrowing some extremely valuable cars and
assets from museums and collections and we need to ensure that we are covered sufficiently for this
purpose, as well as the general insurance requirements necessary to safely run such a large scale
event.
To this end we are looking for someone with experience with insurance issues of this nature to take the
lead. Hugh Barnes (archivist) has started the ball rolling and made initial contact with some insurers but
the time has come to find an Insurance expert of our own to take over negotiations and ensure the best
insurance outcomes are achieved.
This is likely to be tied in closely with Risk Assessments for the event. Steven Clarke and Alan
Billington from the On-line Austin Seven Club have already offered their services to support with Risk
Assessment and will no doubt work closely with our Insurance lead once they are identified.
Please can you share this request as widely as possible within in your clubs to help identified a suitable
volunteer for this role,
Many Thanks,
Paul Lawrence

Midlands Austin 7 Club
While we won’t be coming together as a motoring
community this year within the halls of the NEC to
the classics we love; we will be celebrating the cars, the people
, the clubs and companies that make the Lancaster Insurance
Classic Motor Show, with Discovery, such a great season finale on Saturday 14 November in a special Facebook
edition!
Make the most of this opportunity for your club free of charge.

Lancaster Insurance Classic Motor Show, with Discovery Online
This day of content on Facebook will bring together the elements of the show our
community loves including car showcases, interviews and competitions themed
around the highlights you would normally expect to see in the halls. We hope this
will be both an enjoyable and worthwhile virtual experience for all our show associates.





We are looking for content to showcase on Facebook during the day itself.
If your club would like to get involved, send photos (copyright-free) of the cars which were going to be
displayed on your stand or a short video (shot landscape and a maximum of 3 mins long) showing some
of your club members’ cars and talking about your club. Please send for consideration by 4th
November at the latest to: Andrea Seed at Poppyseed Media andrea@poppyseedmedia.co.uk ensuring
you give your club name on any submission.
Encourage all your members and friends to join us on Saturday 14 November for a great online classic
celebration at: www.facebook.com/necclassicmotorshow

Exhibitor Directory
As a confirmed club for the 2020 event you are already included in the A-Z listing on the show website which
will be remaining online until 2021. On Saturday 14 November we will be directing attendees to visit this
Exhibitor Directory, so treat your listing as your virtual stand and include information about your club and any
deals you would have offered at the show here!
 Update your exhibitor profile using the link sent to you previously. This year you can add a 100-word
description about your club, add/update social media links and URLs and add/update your club logo and
other images or videos as you wish. Download the ‘how to guide’ here for further details. Please
ensure changes/additions are made by 4th November. If you can’t find the link or have any issues
accessing your listing, contact info@necclassicmotorshow.com
Motoring Monthly Offers Newsletters
Don’t forget you can also include offers and deals throughout the year in our monthly Motor Offers newsletters.
This monthly email showcases the latest offers available from exhibitors at the Lancaster Insurance Classic
Motor Show with Discovery, Reis Race Retro and the Practical Classics Classic Car & Restoration Show with
Discovery. Subscribers receive the email on the 1st of each month with details of what’s available to keep their
pride and joy on the road. Find out more about this opportunity here.
Keep using #WheelMeetAgain and share your favourite memories of the NEC show across your social media.
Remember to tag us in so we can share your posts across our digital platforms:
Facebook: @NECClassicMotorShow | Twitter: @ClassicMotorNEC | Instagram: @classicmotorshownec

With my best virtual regards
Alison
Alison Judge | Club Coordinator for and on behalf of Clarion Events Ltd
T: 07500 695531 | E: alison@inovent.co.uk
Lancaster Insurance Classic Motor Show, with Discovery ONLINE
Saturday 14 November 2020

www.necclassicmotorshow.com

Facebook: @NECClassicMotorShow

Part 21 of the Restoration of FAE 588

Following the completion of the painting of the car it became clear that it was necessary to commence the rewiring of Esmeralda. It also became clear that I needed to put myself into the mindset of how everything
worked and where it went. Much as I had been when I spent quite some time labeling each cable end describing
where it went and what it did. I decide to spend time revisiting the loom and by so doing I quickly realized that I
also needed to have the engine and gearbox fitted. was decidedly pleased when simultaniously with this
thought came the news that the refurbishing of the engine and gearbox was now complete and that the
following Saturday the Engineer was going to fit it back into the car! Came the day cameth the man and sure
enough I was once again able to view the big hole where the engine and gearbox used to be, filled nicely with
both of these components. I also realized that I needed to have the clutch arm and pedal fitted to complete the
set. I looked in all of my boxes of labelled items and there was a pedal but no lever arm. The same applied to
the old metal biscuit tin which was normally able to solve a missing parts problem. I was clutch lever arm less
My enquiries to various suppliers proved to similarly without result and for a while I was stumped and a blg
cloud descended over the car refurbishing job. David Cochrane of Austin Seven spares kindly sent me a picture
of what I needed but even he was unable to oblige me with the part that I needed. Then it occurred to me that
perhaps the chap from whom I had purchased the car a few months ago might have removed it for some
strange reason And that he might, just might have it in his stash of spares! A quick email elicited a positive reply
and I confirmed the essential need it that I had to have it please. Big mistake. How much would I care to pay for
this item came the enquiry from the person who should have supplied it with the car initially anyway, I almost
fainted with contained frustrated rage, what kind of miserable, mean spirited person could it be that was intent
on capitalizing on such a fundamentally difficult issue that was his problem of causing it in the first place. Other,
less charitable thoughts came mind but I contained my anger and settled in my mind the fact that had I not
found it with him but with a supplier I would have had to pay someone for one any way. It was also the fact that
had I not found him with the part I needed, I probably wouldn’t have found one anywhere else. Anyway, I
proposed a reasonable used part value plus postage which he agreed and a few days later it was safely in my
hands. It was in quite a state I can tell you and I needed to de-rust, clean and paint it quite thoroughly before it
was fit to put it onto the car. It had clearly been sculling around in a dirty old place for quite a long time and for
the life of me I still can’t understand why it was removed.
Anyway, so it was that with the engine and gearbox in place and now having the wherewithal to operate the
clutch I once more addressed the matter of fitting the new wiring loom. I started by fitting the front section
under the dash against the back of the dashboard and then stretched the rear part out towards the back. I fed
the rear section through the A post access point and then up over the wheel arch internally to the fear light
area. All went well until I tried to locate the single cable supply to the petrol tan k sender when I established
that it was about 300 mm short! I tried various alternative positions to feed the cable and none improved
matters and I finally accepted that it was just too short and I would have to extend the cable. I then began to
feed the various cable connections out onto the places where they should fit and found that the cables
supplying the trafficators, the rear single light on the spare wheel door, the starter motor connection were all
short and that the cables supplying the windscreen wiper and the horn were none existent! Also, the cables
feeding power to the front lights had been made in two sections for some strange reason and had bullet
connectors to join them but no twin in line female connectors had been supplied.
Being a reasonable sort of chap, I politely listed my concerns and requested the assistance of the loom
suppliers. Their initial response was a deafening silence and when I less politely reminded them that I had
problems they replied that the loom was just a basic wiring design and that on the one hand over time positions
of connections were changed by the car manufacturers and also that the connections to remote elements like
the horn were never supplied anyway and if I required additional materials I should order them and pay for
their supply!!! What! I exclaimed out loud and to myself. This is atrocious service. Gathering my self righteous
feelings into a cool headed reply I requested that my complaint, for it was now a complaint, be forwarded to
their CEO for consideration. There followed a short interregnum whilst my carefully worded submission was

looked over and I then received a very apologetic telephone call from Wayne who offered to supply whatever I
needed FOC and ASAP! Quite right too I thought I ought to be billing them for my time taken to put right all the
problems I had encountered. Now, you would be forgiven for thinking that this series of problems would have
been enough to have to suffer during what I hoped would be a fairly simple job but no. There was more to
come. During my early planning and preparation work readers of this blog might recall that I had various of the
electrical elements refurbished by a local specialist firm. One of the elements was the ignition and lighting
switch. A supposed learned adviser with more letters after his name than actually in it advised me that the
original switch was, in his opinion of an age whereby it should be replaced by a newer and reliable version and
he gave me the reference number of the Lucas unit I should purchase. Being given this advice persuaded me
that I should in fact purchase this shiny new switch and so I did. A little later into my rewiring exploits I was in
the process of connecting the new switch into the loom around the instrument panel when I became aware
that the terminals of the new switch did not correspond to the terminals of the original one and that according
to the detailed wiring diagram I was 2 terminals missing from the switch and therefore two wiring points
without any obvious connections! Oh joy! You know, life should be easier when you retire and without stress.
Not for me it seems. I once again contacted the clever and much qualified person who gave me the original
advice and with the aid of carefully sketched diagrams I explained my predicament and once again requested
advice. The initial reply was a clearly hurried one which indicated he had clearly not bothered to read my email
properly and all the circuits for their connectivity and to connect the whole thing to a battery.
I`ll let you know how that goes next month.

Robert smith

A picture of the newly refurbished engine and gearbox back in place.

Clutch pedal.

Notes from the A7CA

The organising committee intends to open the bookings process for the Centenary
event from September 2021.
This will ensure that all major aspects of the event will be in place, there will be
clarity about what is on offer, and hopefully we shall have a much better
understanding of the situation surrounding the Covid crisis.
With 10 months between the opening of bookings and the event itself there will be
plenty of time for everyone to make their plans for travel and accommodation.
Many thanks Paul
Paul Lawrence a7casecretary@gmail.com

Midlands Austin 7 Club
Membership Application or Renewal Form
Your membership is due for renewal in September please renew promptly to ease administration

Did you know that for an annual Membership Fee of £30.00, you get:
Reduced Rate Insurance
Free advertising in your club newsletter
Monthly Newsletter and National Association Quarterly Magazine
Access to Spares and Social activities with like-minded people
To join please print clearly and sign form below.If you are a new member please tick
the Box
Member’s Details:
Name: …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
Address: …………………………………………………………………………….……………………………..……
……………………………………………………………….……………………………………………………………….
Post code: ……………………………..
Tel Nos (home) ……………………….……...............(mobile)…………………………..…………...
Email address…………………………………….……………………….
Car details: Make

Model

Year

Chassis no

Registration

………………... ……..…………….…….. ………. ……………….. ………………..
………….…….. …………..……………… ………. ……………….. ………………..
…………….….. ……………….............. ………. ……………….. ………………..
………………... …………………………... ………. ……………….. ………………..
Please send your fully completed form (with cheques made payable to “Midlands Austin
Seven Club Ltd”) to: David Trickett, 2 Dunchurch Close, Balsall Common, Coventry, CV7
7PN.
Phone: - 01676 535554 (before 9pm please)
or pay by BACS - Bank details – NatWest. Sort code 60-07-40. Account 81063717.
Midlands Austin 7 Club Ltd, Company No: 6803165. Registered in England and Wales

Midlands Austin 7 Club
Our club has a history going back over 45 years; it was founded by enthusiasts for
enthusiasts. The Club is a member of the Austin Seven Clubs Association and
membership is open to anyone who owns or is interested in a pre-war Austin 7.
Ownership of a vehicle is not necessary but is encouraged. Indeed membership is a
distinct advantage in finding, evaluating and maintaining a vehicle. Fellow enthusiasts
can give help and advice on all aspects of cars, restoration and spares location. The club
also operates a new spares service.
As a member, you can obtain the best quotes by miles for insurance (we operate an
agreed valuation service with free certificates) and, as if that was not enough, we are
approved by the DVLA to assist you via the V765 scheme to reunite your vehicle with its
original index mark. Alternatively, we can help you to obtain an appropriate age-related
number.
Socially we offer you many opportunities; there are many Club static rallies.
Additionally, enthusiastic club members organise various evening and weekend runs
such as the Cotwold Run in April and the Autumn Leaves run in October. We attend
many local and some not-so-local events. Members have travelled to France and Ireland
whilst others have enjoyed the Dutch Pre-War Austin 7 Club Molentocht rally in the
Netherlands. Many of our members have completed the Austins to Brighton Run
organised every other April by the London Club and a number have completed JOGLE
runs on several occasions.
We have club stands at the National Restoration Show at the NAC in October and at the
National Classic Motor Show in November each year. Our active regalia and spares
teams maintain supplies of excellent A7-related goods and spare parts and are always
looking to introduce up-to-date items.
We meet on the last Tuesday of the month from about 8:00pm at Beoley Village Hall,
Beoley Lane, Holt End, Beoley, Worcestershire B98 9AN, where runs, talks, skittles,
bring & buy (spares auction) etc. are just some of the topics offered. All in all, we are a
thriving Club of some 120 members and would be delighted to welcome more into the
fold.
The Membership Fee is £30 annually from 1st September. This includes the Newsletter
and the National Association of Austin 7 Clubs’ Quarterly Magazine.
We look forward to welcoming you.
For more information visit our website: www.ma7c.co.uk
Midlands Austin 7 Club Ltd, Company No: 6803165.Registered in England and Wales

